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iAbstract Ioannis T. ChristouUNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON, 1996Under the supervision of Robert R. MeyerIn this thesis the author presents a new method for partitioning general largeuniform 5-point grids into sub-domains of given areas having minimum totalperimeter. For applications in scienti�c computing in parallel environments,this problem corresponds to minimizing the communication overhead betweenprocessors while observing load balancing constraints dictated by the speed ofeach individual processor. For a large class of grid shapes it is shown that thepartition produced by this method is asymptotically optimal as the problemparameters grow to in�nity. A new distributed Genetic Algorithm based onthis decomposition theory signi�cantly outperforms other well-known methodssuch as the spectral bisection (or quadrisection) methods and the geometricmesh partitioner.
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1Chapter 1Introduction1.1 Problem FormulationThis thesis is concerned with the Minimum Perimeter problem (MP), a classof NP-hard problems that arise in scienti�c computations and engineering inparallel computing environments. In the solution of �nite di�erence schemes( [Str89]), or the simulation of molecule behavior in Chemical Engineering orin edge detection in image processing ( [Sch89]) and computer vision, or in thesolution of max-ow problems over graphs with a grid structure using preow-push [AMO93], one must perform a series of computations over a domain con-sisting of grid cells; the update of each cell requires its current value as wellas the values of its immediate four neighbors, namely, its northern, southern,eastern and western neighbors. The name 5-point uniform grid refers to anysuch computation (see �gure 1). Often, some area of the domain is re�ned to amore detailed level of granularity to obtain better precision in this part of thegrid. The grid is then no longer uniform. Even though the theory and mainresults of this thesis are concerned with the uniform case, many aspects areeasily extended to the most general, non-uniform case as well.



2
Figure 1: 5-point Uniform Grid ComputationIn order to perform such 5-point computations over a discretized domainon a distributed memory parallel computer (like the Connection Machine CM-5 [Thi91] or a network of high-performance workstations) the computationalload should be balanced across processors in a way that minimizes interprocessorcommunication. This communication will occur at the common boundaries ofthe regions that each processor will occupy. It is therefore necessary to partitionthe grid in such a way so as to incur as small a total perimeter of the partitionas possible. As the parallel processing paradigm shifts towards networks ofworkstations where the communication delays can be very high compared tothe processing speed of the machines, it becomes more and more importantthat high quality partitions of the given domain among the available processorscan be found e�ciently. An illustration of the network assignment nature of the



3problem is shown in �gure 2. It is assumed that processor i will be assigned aworkload of ai cells. (In a homogeneous processor environment the ai will bechosen to be as nearly equal as possible.) Processor pi represents a supply nodeof supply ai. Each grid cell is a demand node of demand 1, corresponding tothe assignment of its task to exactly one processor, therefore the goal is to �nda feasible assignment that minimizes the total perimeter. A provably
Procs GridFigure 2: Network Assignment Formulation of MPoptimal partition of a 7 � 7 grid equi-partitioned among 7 processors is shownin �gure 3.In its most general form, the Minimum Perimeter problem MP(G, P ) canbe stated as follows: Given a Grid G of unit cells, a number of processors P ,and an associated load ai for each processor, �nd an assignment of the gridcells to the processors so that the perimeter of the partition is minimized whileobserving the load balancing constraint that processor p is assigned exactly ap



41 1 1 2 2 3 31 1 2 2 2 3 31 1 2 2 3 3 34 4 4 4 5 5 54 4 4 5 5 5 56 6 6 6 7 7 76 6 6 7 7 7 7Figure 3: 7� 7 grid partitioned among 7 processorscells. The perimeter of a partition is the sum of the lengths of the boundariesof the regions that each processor occupies , while the load of each processor isthe area of the region it occupies. By considering the graph of the grid, whereeach grid cell corresponds to a vertex and each border between two neighboringcells corresponds to an edge between the corresponding vertices, the problembecomes a Graph Partitioning problem, and even though it is restricted in theclass of uniform 5-point grids, it remains NP-hard (see [Yac93]). MP can easilybe formulated as a Quadratic Assignment problem ( [PRW93]), with jGjP binaryvariables and jGj+ P constraints. Letting I denote the set of pairs of adjacent



5cells, and ap the area for processor p, the QAP formulation is as follows:min : Xi;j2G PXp;p0=1p6=p0 cijxpixp0j (1)s:t:8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:Pi2G xpi = ap p = 1 : : : PPPp=1 xpi = 1 i 2 Gxpi 2 B = f0;1gwhere cij = 8>>>><>>>>:1 if (i; j) 2 I0 elseThe objective of this optimization problem is a sum of quadratic terms of binaryvariables, while the constraints are network constraints as shown in �gure 2.At the expense of introducing more variables and constraints, we can refor-mulate the problem as a mixed linear integer program:min : Xi;j2G ij (2)s:t:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Pi2G xpi = ap p = 1 : : : PPPp=1 xpi = 1 i 2 G ij � xpi + xp0j � 1 (i; j) 2 I; p 6= p0 = 1 : : : P ij 2 IRxpi 2 B = f0;1g



6As the size of the grid increases, the number of binary variables needed in anyof the above formulations renders the problem intractable by means of classicalBranch & Bound methods ( [NW85]), and there is very little hope of solvingexactly the problem as formulated above. Instead, we use a high level approach,taking into account the geometric aspects of the problem, to develop a theorythat enables us to construct high quality solutions very e�ciently. For largesubclasses, this theory has the property that as the problem parameters growto in�nity, the resulting partitions become asymptotically optimal in the sensethat their relative distance from a computable lower bound approaches zero. Wefocus our attention on the equi-partitioning case, where, assuming equal speedsamong the processors, the balancing constraints become equi-partitioning con-straints, i.e. we require that the size of any two components di�er by no morethan 1.1.2 Applications and MotivationAs already stated, the main motivation for the MP comes from the solutionof PDEs using �nite di�erence schemes in parallel computing environments.Here we discuss another application that illustrates the need for solving MPe�ciently.In high temperature super-conductors, studying a single magnetic ux linecan lead to a graph model citeChen that is shown in �gure 4. In this graph,a \forward" edge is an edge whose direction is left to right, and a \backward"



7edge is one connected right to left. The capacities of the \forward" edges arerandom integers uniformly distributed in the interval [0 : : : 4096] which modeloxygen defects in the super-conductor that pin the ux line to the minimal cut(which in the physics literature is called the optimal path), and the \backward"arcs have in�nite capacity and are there to guarantee a continuous cut since aphysical ux line must be continuous. With this setup, the interesting propertiesof the graph are its max ow, and the minimum cut associated with it which isin a one-to-one correspondence with a physical ux line.
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Figure 4: Flux Lines in High Temperature Super-conductorsHowever, the study of the asymptotic behavior of this ux line, needs ex-tremely large graph sizes: the width W of the graph should be around 250



8and the length of the graph should be between ten thousand and one hundredthousand, resulting in graphs of up to 25 million nodes. Very few machinestoday have enough memory to store all of the graph in main memory. Thus theneed for computing the max-ow problem in parallel becomes crucial not onlybecause of the potential speed-up in response time, but also because simply, nosingle machine has enough memory to store the problem (let alone solve it).Preow push is an algorithm suitable for computing max-ow in a graphthat not only has an excellent theoretical running time but also o�ers the greatadvantage of being amenable to parallelism because it essentially performs localcomputations; each iteration selects a node from a queue of active nodes (nodeswith excess ow) and attempts to distribute the excess ow to neighbor nodesthat are closer to the destination. Observing the structure of the graph, onecan easily see that essentially this is a 5-point computation where the update ofthe values of a node (its excess ow and its distance from the destination) needsonly the values of its immediate neighbors. Therefore the max-ow problemcan be solved in parallel, with communication among processors occuring onlyat the borders of the areas of the graph each processor occupies (there is onedrawback though: initially, only nodes adjacent to the source have excess ow,and so processors having no nodes adjacent to the source will have to remain idleuntil another processor pushes some ow to one of their nodes; this means thata partitioning scheme that leaves many processors waiting idle in the beginningof the computation even though it minimizes communication might not enhance



9overall performance).The above max-ow problem makes evident the need for processing in par-allel such big graphs. This need is dictated by memory requirements since foreven a relatively small test problem of sizeW = 250 and L = 2850 preow pushrequires about 127MB of memory, more than the physical memory most work-stations come equipped with. Therefore, splitting the problem among a networkof workstations is a good choice. To enhance performance then, a good parti-tioning of the nodes of the graph is needed. This thesis presents a methodologyfor computing e�ciently such partitions.1.3 Outline of the DGA ApproachBefore we present a brief survey of the literature in the area of graph parti-tioning, we outline our approach to solving the MP. Our method takes intoaccount the geometric nature of the problem which allows us to approximatelyidentify the shapes optimal partitions should have. This knowledge turns outto be the key to the stripe (and snake) decomposition theory that we develop inthe next chapter, which shows that near-rectangular grids of certain classes canbe partitioned among a large number of processors asymptotically optimally.Snake decomposition accepts as input a partition of the rows of the grid, and�lls each stripe with processor indices obeying load balancing constraints. Tochoose among a large number of input candidate row-partitions of the grid, we



10use a distributed, fully asynchronous Genetic Algorithm which uses snake de-composition as the �tness function to evaluate and rank each individual in thepopulation. Our GA (called DGA), employs the island model of computationbut includes some new data structures (and an aging mechanism) for handlingmigration, and to avoid premature convergence phenomena (see chapter 4 foran extensive discussion on the workings of this algorithm). The results it hasproduced (presented in chapter 5) are in general superior to the other methodswe have tested for non-rectangular grids.1.4 Related WorkAs noted before, MP is a graph partitioning problem (each grid cell representinga vertex and each boundary between two cells representing an edge between thetwo cells). In the remainder of this chapter, we review algorithms that havebeen proposed before for solving MP. Many of the well established methods,like the spectral methods, the Kernighan-Lin method or the geometric meshpartitioner , work on arbitrary graphs; however, many of them also have thedisadvantage of requiring the number of partitions to be a power of two.1.4.1 The Kernighan-Lin HeuristicOne of the most famous algorithms for graph partitioning, the K-L heuris-tic [KL70] is a very well established method for general graph partitioning that



11is used in many modern codes as a post-processing routine. It requires an ar-bitrary initial partition of the graph in two (balanced) sets and then until nomore improvement can be made, it exchanges pairs of nodes between the twosets so as to improve the total cost of the partition. In order to e�ectively dothese swaps, it maintains some heap data structures to help sort the gains ofthe nodes; the complexity of performing a swap (always the best swap is per-formed, i.e. the swap that maximizes the cost improvement of the partition) isthen shown to be O(n2 log(n)) where n is the number of vertices in the graph.For an unweighted version of the graph partitioning problem, the minimumnumber of K-L iterations is O(jEj) where E is the set of edges of the graph.The K-L algorithm in pseudo-code is as follows:procedure K-L(G(V,E), CurrentPartition)begindoBestPartition = CurrentPartition;S1 = {v | v in Partition1};S2 = {v | v in Partition2};for each v in V dopref[v] = ComputePreferenceValue(v,S1,S2);endfor;while S1!={} and S2!={} dov = argmax(pref[v]) over all v in S1;



12insert(v, CurrentPartition2);delete(v, S1);for each w neighboring v dopref[w] = UpdatePreferenceValue(w,v);endfor;v = argmax(pref[v]) over all v in S2;insert(v, CurrentPartition1);delete(v, S2);for each w neighboring v dopref[w] = UpdatePreferenceValue(w,v);endfor;if cost(CurrentPartition) < cost(BestPartition)BestPartition = CurrentPartition;endif;endwhile;CurrentPartition = BestPartition;until no_improvement;end;In general, K-L is a fast and e�cient local re�nement technique that can improveon the partitions found by other algorithms. However, it does need a relativelygood partition to begin with. Extensions to the K-L algorithm are presentedin [HL93] where the authors show how a generalized K-L heuristic (GKL) can



13partition a graph among an arbitrary number of nodes.1.4.2 Spectral MethodsThe spectral bisection algorithm for sparse graphs was proposed in [PSL90],and attempts to partition an arbitrary graph into two components of equal sizewhile minimizing the cut edges of the partition. The idea behind the partition-ing scheme traces back to the work in algebraic graph theory done by Fiedler( [Fie73] which relates the second smallest eigenvalue and corresponding eigen-vector of the Laplacian matrix of a graph G to the edge and vertex connectivitiesof the graph. The Laplacian matrix of a graph G(V;E) with n nodes is de�nedas follows: Lij = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:�1 if (vi; vj) 2 Edi if i = j0 elsewhere di is the degree of node vi. It is easy to check that L = D �A where Dis a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements the node degrees of the graph andA is the adjacency matrix of the graph. Essentially, spectral bisection attemptsto solve the discrete optimization problemmin :14x0Lx (3)s:t:8>>>><>>>>:x0e = 0xi = �1



14which is equivalent to solving the general graph partitioning problem exactly.The constraints simply require the partition to be balanced and to indicate towhich partition each node belongs (all xis of one sign belong to one partition,and all xis of the opposite sign, to the other partition). The objective countscut edges. To see this observe that 14 P(i;j)2E(xi � xj)2 is the number of edgescrossing between the two partitions because (xi � xj)2 contributes nothing tothe sum if xi and xj have the same sign, and contributes 4 otherwise. Now bywritingX(i;j)2E(xi�xj)2 = X(i;j)2E(x2i +x2j)�2 X(i;j)2E xixj = X(i;j)2E 2�x0Ax = x0Dx�x0Axwe get that 14 P(i;j)2E(xi � xj)2 = 14x0Lx.Since graph partitioning is NP-complete, there is little hope of solving (3)exactly, and thus spectral bisection relaxes the problem by solving its continuouscounterpart with the integrality constraints replaced by the constraint x0x = n.It is exactly this relaxation that is the key approximation in the applicationof spectral methods. As discussed in [HL95b], the relaxed problem has as asolution x = pnu2 where u2 is the normalized eigenvector corresponding to thesecond lowest eigenvalue �2 of L, and n is the cardinality of V , and this solutionis unique if �2 6= �3 where �3 is the third lowest eigenvalue of L. This is due toa theorem proved in [HL95b] stating that the matrix L is symmetric positivesemi-de�nite, its normalized eigenvectors are pairwise orthogonal, and that thesmallest eigenvalue of L is zero, with an associated normalized eigenvector u1 =1pne.



15So the solution of the relaxation of the discrete optimization problem (3)is reduced to an eigenvalue computation of the Laplacian matrix of the graph,which can be performed quite e�ciently using Lanczos' algorithm or some otherpolynomial time algorithm. Then, the relaxed solution must be mapped backinto the feasible region of the discrete problem. Spectral bisection does this by�nding the median of the vector x and assigning all nodes with xi less than themedian to one partition (xi = �1) and all the other nodes to the other partition(xi = +1). This integer point represents the point satisfying the constraintsin (3) that is closest to x, and the hope is that it is an optimal solution of (3) ornear-optimal. The above theory also shows that a lower bound on the numberof cut edges of the best separator of the graph G(V;E) is given by n�24 . By usingthe eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of the graph (which are propertiesof the whole graph), this method makes use of global information about thegraph, as opposed to other local re�nement graph partitioning schemes like theKernighan-Lin algorithm [KL70].The spectral bisection algorithm and its extensions (recursive spectral bi-section, or RSB for short, for partitioning an arbitrary graph into a numberof processors that is a power of two, and recursive spectral quadrisection andoctasection [HL95b] that generalize bisection by considering two or three eigen-vectors of the Laplacian matrix of the graph) have received a lot of attentionbecause of their demonstrated excellent performance. However, they have twopotential drawbacks; the �rst is the need to construct the Laplacian matrix of



16the graph which in large problems can lead to memory problems. The seconddrawback is the fact that they cannot easily partition a graph into an arbitrarynumber of components. For this end, enough dummy nodes must be introduced,and the resulting partition is unlikely to be near-optimal (balancing issues mightalso arise). Furthermore, as the computational results show, these methods failto �nd very good quality solutions on the class of large 5-point uniform gridsby failing to take full advantage of the geometry and special properties of thegrid.The spectral quadrisection and octasection algorithms attempt to split agraph into four or eight components at once using the two or three eigenvectorscorresponding to the two or three lowest eigenvalues of L (excluding the zeroeigenvalue). Practical experience shows that on general meshes these methodsperform better than RSB, but in our experience with domains that are uniform5-point grids, RSB often works better (even though a bit slower) than its multi-dimensional counterparts.1.4.3 Geometric Mesh PartitioningIn 1993, Miller et. al. proposed a new method for partitioning a d-dimensionalmesh that used geometric information of the graph, namely the co-ordinates ofits nodes in IRd to obtain provably good edge or vertex separators [MTTV93].The idea underlying geometric partitioning is that once the co-ordinates of thenodes of a given graph are given, one can map the d-dimensional mesh onto a



17(d+1)-dimensional space using a stereographic projection which will map all thenodes of the graph into the unit sphere in IRd+1. Any node v in IRd is projectedto this sphere at the point where the line passing through v and the northpole (0; : : : ; 0; 1) and the sphere intersect. Then, as soon as the centerpoint ofthe projected nodes has been computed, a rotation of all the projected nodesabout the origin is performed until the centerpoint aligns itself somewhere onthe (d+1)-st axis. Then, the nodes on the surface of the sphere are dilated untilthe centerpoint becomes the origin. Then the method chooses a random circleon the unit sphere in IRd+1, and maps it back to IRd by undoing the dilation,rotation, and stereographic projection operations. Then, all the original nodesin IRd which are located in the \neighborhood" of the projected circle form avertex separator of the graph, from which one can compute an edge separatoras well.The most striking property of this method is that doesn't make use of edgeinformation at all. Indeed, all that it requires to compute the vertex separatoris the co-ordinates of the nodes of the graph. Its power comes from the factthat in most geometric meshes that arise from practical applications, nodes thatare away from each other in IRd, tend not to have edges connecting them. Theauthors de�ne the notion of a k-ply neighborhood system as a set of n closeddisks (D1; : : : ;Dn) in IRd such that no point in IRd is strictly interior to morethan k of the disks. Then they show that if the mesh has a bounded aspectratio, or is what they call an (a; k)-overlap graph, then a provably good vertex



18separator for the graph exists. An (a; k)-overlap graph for a neighborhoodsystem (D1; : : : ;Dn) for which each disk's center is located at node vi, is agraph with vertex set (v1; : : : ; vn) and an edge between any two nodes vi; vjsuch that Di \ aDj 6= � and Dj \ aDi 6= �.The geometric mesh partitioner attacks the problem of graph partitioningusing the idea of exploiting the position of the nodes in space to extract \good"cuts, but requires geometric information about the graph that might not beavailable. Furthermore, generalizing it to partition meshes into an arbitrarynumber of components that is not a power of two is not straightforward .1.4.4 Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search ProceduresAnother method for partitioning an arbitrary weighted graph into two balancedpartitions while minimizing the sum of the weights of the cut edges is presentedin [LFE94]. This GRASP heuristic chooses one node at a time from a list ofcandidate nodes and alternates insertion of the chosen node between the twopartitions. The nodes in the candidate list are the ones that maximize a gainfunction, which is simply the sum of the weights of the arcs from the given nodeto the nodes in the partition which will accept the node minus the sum of theweights of the arcs from the given node to the nodes in the other partition.This GRASP heuristic, when implemented with appropriate data structures,has been shown to outperform the Kernighan-Lin heuristic. Even though theauthors do not provide an extension to the general k-way partitioning, it is



19conceptually easy to design a GRASP heuristic for partitioning a graph amongany number of components.1.4.5 Fair Binary Recursive DecompositionFair Binary Recursive Decomposition (FBRD) is a method proposed by Crandalland Quinn in [CQ95] for the partitioning of uniform and non-uniform 5-pointgrids; their discussion is focused on rectilinear grids. They allow for di�erentprocessor speeds which implies possible di�erent area sizes for each partition.Their method divides the processors into two sets of processors so that thesum of the processor speeds in each list is as balanced as possible. Then, theydivide the grid along the longest dimension of the (rectilinear) grid so that theresulting sub-grids can accommodate the processor sub-lists. Then, each of thesub-grids is partitioned among the processors in the processor list assigned toit recursively.The method, although mainly focused on rectilinear 5-point grids (uniformor non-uniform), allows partitions among an arbitrary number of processorswith di�erent speeds. The main problem with FBRD is that for large numbersof processors, this technique may lead to ine�cient partitions due to the factthat the individual components no longer look near-rectangular.



201.4.6 Genetic Algorithms Using Intelligent Structural Op-eratorsGAs have been proposed before for solving the graph partitioning problem.In [vL91], the author uses a representation for a partition of a graph into kcomponents that assigns one allele in the chromosome for each node in thegraph. This means that the total length of the chromosome of each individualis at least jV j where V is the node set of the graph. Simple crossover andmutation is likely to result in an unbalanced (and thus infeasible) partition, soa di�erent strategy is used to create the o�spring: �rst a component is selectedfrom one of the parents, and is copied onto a temporary copy of the other parent.In this temporary copy, all the nodes that were originally assigned to the samecomponent that was just copied but not copied over again, are unassigned,and assigned to another component using a repair strategy so as to maintainthe balance of the partition. Similarly, a mutation is de�ned in this contextas the exchange of two numbers of the coding. Finally, a variant of the K-Lheuristic is applied to the o�spring partition. The GA is run on a network oftransputers, and the selection process follows a neighborhood model (insteadof the traditional panmictic model) where individuals chose their mates from aneighborhood scheme that is implemented as a ring.The experimental results showed the superiority of the GA versus K-L forpartitioning a graph among any number of processors for small graphs (onerandomly generated graph with 900 nodes and average node degree of 4 served



21as the test bed of the experiments reported in the paper). It is not clear howthe algorithm will perform as the number of nodes increases (to the order ofmany thousands).1.5 General Overview of the Remaining Chap-tersIn the next chapter, we present a theory that shows that asymptotically optimalpartitions of any near-rectangular grid can be e�ciently computed as long asthe number of components is large enough. Chapter 3 then presents the snakedecomposition algorithm in detail. In chapter 4 we discuss Genetic Algorithmissues in general, and then present DGA, the Distributed Genetic Algorithm wehave developed for �nding good inputs to the snake decomposition algorithm,and discuss its merits. Chapter 5 presents the computational results from theruns of DGA, as well as from other popular methods of graph partitioning. Fi-nally, in the chapter entitled \Future Directions" we outline promising directionsthat research in this area might take.



22Chapter 2Asymptotically OptimalSolutions via StripeDecomposition2.1 OverviewIn this chapter we present theoretical results about error bounds for large classesof domains. First, we present a computable lower bound on the perimeter ofthe equi-partition of any uniform 5-point grid among P processors, and then,we proceed to show that for rectangular domains, as long as the number ofprocessors dominates the individual dimensions of the rectangle, partitions existwith a total perimeter whose relative distance from the lower bound goes tozero as the problem parameters tend to in�nity. A very important aspect ofthese theorems is that the proofs are constructive, i.e. we provide a way tocompute such solutions in polynomial time. Then, we extend the theorems toencompass more general grids (irregular-boundary grids) and show that as long



23as the grid contains a �nite number of large rectangular areas to be partitionedamong many processors, the above properties still hold, i.e. there exist partitionswhose relative distance from the lower bound converges to zero as the problemparameters tend to in�nity. These theoretical results will provide the basis ofthe algorithms to be discussed in the next chapters.2.2 Lower Bounds and Optimal Con�gurationsAs Yackel and Meyer have shown in [YM92a], for any given area Ap, a lowerbound on the perimeter of any con�guration of Ap cells is given by��(Ap) = 2 l2qApm . (4)Furthermore, this lower bound is tight in the sense that there exists a non-empty library of con�gurations, called the optimal shapes for Ap that achievesthis lower bound on the perimeter. These shapes can be generated using thefollowing technique: start with a rectangle that has perimeter ��(Ap) and areaat least Ap. Iteratively remove the corner cells of this rectangle until the area ofthe remaining object is exactly Ap. The remaining object is an optimal shapefor Ap. It turns out that all the optimal shapes for a given area size Ap can beconstructed using this technique (see Yackel's PhD thesis [Yac93]). The optimalshapes for areas 5 and 7 (modulo reections and rotations) are shown in �gure 5.All of these optimal shapes have a property called slice-convexity (which is



24
Optimal Shapes for
        A = 5

Optimal Shapes for
        A = 7Figure 5: Optimal Shapes for Areas 5 and 7the same as convexity in the \polyomino" literature), a consequence of whichis the fact that the perimeter of any optimal shape is twice its semi-perimeter,where the semi-perimeter of any shape is the sum of the height and width ofthe smallest rectangle containing the shape. Many of these optimal shapesare rectangular blocks with a \fringe" attached to one of their sides [YM92b],so they can be characterized by three numbers, namely the dimensions of therectangle h;w and the size of the fringe f . We denote such a near-rectangularshape by (h;w; f). In general, the number of such near-rectangular optimalshapes is of order A1=4p (see [YMC95]), but this does not encompass all pos-sible minimum perimeter con�gurations. There is a lot of literature (see forexample [Lin91, Mel94]) dealing with the generating function approach for de-veloping expressions for the exact number of \convex polyominoes" with variousproperties.



25These near-rectangular optimal con�gurations play a key role in the analysisbelow, and we prove a particular optimality test for these shapes:Lemma 1 Given an area Ap of unit cells, let k := jqApk. Then� if k2 = Ap the shape (k; k; 0) (a k � k rectangle) is an optimal shape andits perimeter is 4k.� if k2 < Ap � k(k + 1) then the shapes (k; k; f) and (k + 1; k � 1; f 0) withf � k and f 0 � k + 1 are optimal shapes and their perimeter is 4k + 2.� else if k(k + 1) < Ap then the shapes (k; k + 1; f) and (k + 1; k; f) withf � k are optimal and their perimeter is 4(k + 1).Proof:� Consider k2 = Ap. The lower bound on the perimeter of any con�gurationof Ap cells is 2 l2qApm = 4k. Since (k; k; 0) has area Ap and perimeter4k it is an optimal shape.� Consider the case k2 < Ap � k(k+1). Now the lower bound is 2 l2qApm �4qAp > 4k ) ��(Ap) � 4k +2 (since the �� is always an even number).Now, (k; k; f) with f = Ap� k2 � k has perimeter 2(2k+1), and so is anoptimal shape, as is the shape (k+1; k�1; f 0) with f 0 = Ap�k2+1 � k+1because its perimeter is also 2(2k + 1).� Finally, assume that k(k+1) < Ap. Then 2qAp = 2(k+r) with r 2 (0; 1)and therefore ��(Ap) = 2 d2k + 2re which is equal to 4(k + 1) i� r > 12.



26But we have thatqAp = k + r ) Ap = k2 + 2kr + r2 > k2 + k ,Ap � k(k + 1) = r2 + 2kr � k > 0If r � 12 then r2 � 14 and we get Ap�k(k+1) � 14 which is a contradictionsince Ap � k(k + 1) is an integer greater than 0. So r > 12 , and therefore��(Ap) = 4(k + 1). The shapes (k; k + 1; f) and (k + 1; k; f) with f =Ap�k(k+1) < k+1) f � k (since (k+1)2 > Ap) have perimeter equalto 4(k + 1) and so are optimal con�gurations for Ap.When P , the number of processors divides the total area A of the grid, inthe equi-partitioning case each processor is assigned AP cells. However, when Pdoes not divide A, some processors will be assigned one more cell than others(to keep the loads as balanced as possible). Assuming that P1 processors willget a lower load A1 and that the rest P2 := P �P1 processors will get a heavierload A2 := A1 + 1, from the equationsA1P1 +A2P2 = AP1 + P2 = Pwe get that P1A1 + (P � P1)(A1 + 1) = A =) PA1 + P2 = A.



27Therefore, for i = 1 : : : P1; ai = A1 = A� P = �AP �P1 = P �A mod Pand for i = P1 + 1 : : : P ai = A2 = A� P + 1 = �AP �P2 = A mod P. A lower bound on the optimal value of the MP(G; P ) (equi-partition of auniform 5-point grid of total area A among P processors) is then given byL(A;P ) = 8>>>><>>>>:P��(AP ) if A mod P = 0P1��(A1) + P2��(A2) else (5)This implies that the minimum perimeter problem can be viewed as a tilingproblem, because if P optimal shapes can be tiled in the grid so as to com-pletely cover it (it is easy to see that in this case no overlap can occur) theresulting partition induced by these tiles is a provably optimal one. However,computational experience shows that even on the restricted class of rectangulargrids, the lower bound in (5) is not always achievable. Consider for example therectangular grid of dimensions 1�N with N even (shown in �gure 6) to be equi-partitioned among 2 processors. The optimal partition has a total perimeterequal to 4(N=2 + 1) while the lower bound is 4 l2qN=2m. Clearly, the relativedistance de�ned by the ratio of the di�erence of the solution minus the onepredicted from the lower bound over the one predicted grows as pN . This gap



28is due to the fact that the lower bound assumes domains large enough in bothdimensions so as to �t the relatively square optimal shapes.
N = 2v

1 Figure 6: Optimal Partition for the MP(1 �N , 2)In fact, the lower bound can fail to be attained even for square domains,as is the case for the MP(5 � 5,5), an optimal partition of which is shown in�gure 7 (nevertheless, the theorems developed in the next section show thatthe lower bound ( 5) is good in an asymptotic sense). For the 5 � 5
Figure 7: Optimal Partition for the MP(5 � 5, 5)grid partitioned among 5 components, there is only one optimal shape (shownin �gure 5) and there is no way to tile 5 such shapes in the 5 � 5 grid with no



29overlap. So the optimal perimeter is 52 instead of 50 which is the one predictedby the lower bound. One reason that the lower bound (5) fails to be tight isthat the dimensions of the grid may not be large enough to accommodate therelatively square optimal shapes [CM96b]; in particular, we have the followinglemma:Lemma 2 Assume that M < N and that the following problem (P) is feasible:minh;w h+ ws:t:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:hw � Ah �Mw � Nh;w 2 IN.Let (Prel) denote the relaxed problemminh;w h+ ws:t:8>>>><>>>>:hw � Ah;w 2 IN.Assume that all optimal solutions of (Prel) violate at least one of the constraintsof (P). Then, an optimal solution of (P) is (h�; w�) = (M; l AM m).Proof: For each h = 1 : : :M that corresponds to a feasible point of (P) (i.e.satis�es lAh m � N), the w in the range lAh m : : : N that yields the best objective is



30the value lAh m. Thus, we need only �nd the number h in the range 1 : : :M thatcorresponds to a feasible solution and minimizes the function f(h) = h + lAh m.But the function f(h) in the range 1 : : : jpAk is non-increasing. To see thisassume i < jpAk; we are going to show that i + lAi m � i + 1 + l Ai+1m, orequivalently that �Ai �� � Ai+ 1� � 1.But the number d := Ai � Ai+1 = Ai(i+1) > 1 as i(i+ 1) < jpAk2 � A. Therefore,the ceilings of the two numbers Ai ; Ai+1 are at a distance greater than, or equalto one, so lAi m� l Ai+1m � 1.As M < jpAk (otherwise, there exists an optimal solution of (Prel) thatdoes not violate the extra constraints of (P) because it is shown in [YM92a]that there always exist an optimal solution of (Prel) that has h� = jpAk; seealso lemma 1.) an optimal solution of (P) is (h�; w�) = (M; l AM m) and theoptimal objective value of (P) is M + l AM m.The above lemma 2 con�rms that when the domain is a su�ciently narrowhorizontal band (M being small enough) so that no optimal shape from thecollection of optimal shapes �ts in the domain, then the optimal perimeter is2(M + l AM m).



312.3 Error Bounds for Equi-partitions of Rect-angular DomainsIn much of the analysis below, rather than dealing directly with perimeter, it ismore convenient to use the concept of semi-perimeter (introduced earlier in theprevious section). First, we consider the equi-partitioning problem MP(M �N ,P ) for rectangular grids of dimensions M � N and we assume perfect loadbalancing, i.e. that P dividesMN and that each processor is therefore assignedAp = MNP cells.A key observation is that for many instances of the problem, a stripe-decomposition of the domain is possible; that is, an optimal {or near optimal{partition exists, where the sub-domains form horizontal stripes of height approx-imately qAp that partition the rows of the grid; observe the stripes of �gure 8which shows an optimal partition (i.e. one that matches the lower bound) of a200 � 200 rectangular grid among 200 processors. To establish this claim, weare going to prove two lemmas. These two lemmas combined, guarantee the ex-istence of such solutions for a large class of instances of the minimum perimeterproblem (see also [CM96c]).Lemma 3 Given two nonnegative integers m;k there exist natural numbers a; bsuch that m = ak + b(k + 1) (6)
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Figure 8: Optimal stripe partition of a 200x200 grid among 200 procsi� rm = 0 or k � dm + rmwhere dm = m� (k + 1)and rm = m mod (k + 1).Proof: The case rm = 0 is trivial, so in the arguments below, we assumerm > 0. From the de�nition of dm and rm we havem = dm(k + 1) + rm:But this can be written asm = (dm � c)(k + 1) + (rm + c+ kc)



33for any c. Now, we can writem in the desired form (6) if k divides rm+c and 0 �c � dm. The smallest c that satis�es this requirement is k� rm, and thus, if c =k� rm � dm then simply set b = dm� (k� rm) a = rm+(k+1)(k�rm)k = k+1� rm.For the other direction, observe that k � rm is the smallest c that allows k todivide the number rm + (k + 1)c so if this c is greater than dm, there exists nonatural such that the required decomposition is possible.A useful corollary of this lemma is the following:Corollary 4 Given two nonnegative integers m;k there exist natural numbersa; b such that equation (6) holds if m � k(k � 1).Proof: The corollary trivially holds for k = 0 or k = 1. Assume thereforek � 2. If k(k � 1) � m � k2 � 1, then m = k2 � r for some r = 1 : : : k, andthus write m = (r � 1)k + (k � r)(k + 1). Else m � k2. For all m between k2and k(k + 1) � 1 we have dm = k � 1 and rm � 1, so k � dm + rm and theclaim holds. For all m greater than or equal to k(k+1) we have dm � k and sok � dm + rm and the claim holds true again.The next lemma implies that the class of problemsMP(N�N ,N) is amenableto optimal-heights stripe decomposition. In other words, for all N > 0, we canpartition the rows of the grid with a number of stripes, each of which has aheight that is equal to the height of an optimal shape.Lemma 5 Given N , we can always �nd r near-rectangular optimal shapes



34(hi; wi; fi) {not necessarily distinct{ such thatrXi=1 hi = N .Proof: We are going to show that we can always �nd two optimal shapes(h1; w1; f1) and (h2; w2; f2) where f1 < h1, f2 < h2, such that ah1+ bh2 = N forsome natural numbers a; b. Let k = jpNk.� Assume k(k+1) > N . The discussion in section 2.2 implies that (k; k;N�k2) is an optimal shape and its semi-perimeter is 2k + 1 (unless N = k2in which case the semi-perimeter is 2k, and we can get a perfect partitionusing the optimal shape (k; k; 0)). Furthermore, trying the rectangle (k+1; k � 1) we get (k + 1)(k � 1) = k2 � 1 < Nand f = N �k2+1 < k+1 because N < k(k+1) so the shape (k+1; k�1; N �k2+1) is also an optimal shape. Both of these optimal shapes havefringe size less than the height of the corresponding block. Since N � k2,by corollary 4 we can �nd two naturals a; b, such that N = ak+ b(k+ 1).� Next assume that k(k+1) = N . This simplymeans that theMP(N�N ,N)has an optimal shape that is a rectangle and thus we can obtain a perfectpartition using N rectangles of dimensions k � (k + 1) all oriented in thesame way.� Finally, assume k(k + 1) < N . Observe that (k + 1)2 > N from thede�nition of k. Now, the shapes (k + 1; k; f) and (k; k + 1; f) where



35f = N � k(k+1) < k+1 are optimal. Again, because N > k2 corollary 4applies and the required decomposition of the rows of the grid is possible.Note that if f = k the rectangle k � (k + 2) is an optimal shape, anda perfect partition using N such rectangles all oriented the same way ispossible.Lemma 5 implies that for the MP(N �N , N), it is possible to partition therows of the grid into r stripes of heights that correspond to the height of optimalshapes for area N . Such a stripe will have area hN and can be �lled with hshapes (not all of which need be optimal) of area N and height h using a stripe-�lling process that �lls the stripe with exactly h such shapes assigning themprocessor indices 1 : : : h. We present this routine in the form of pseudocode andthen describe it in more detail, as this routine forms the basis of the argumentsto be presented in the next theorem.procedure stripeFill(h,A:integer; var str: grid)/* input: h,A - the dimensions of the stripe (h x A)output: str - the processor index assignments of the cells*/beginproc = 1;area[proc] = 0;for col = 1 to A



36for row = 1 to hstr[row,col] = proc;area[proc] = area[proc] + 1if (area[proc] = A)proc = proc + 1;area[proc] = 0endifendforendforend;In terms of placing optimal shapes, the e�ect of this process is to place the block-part of the current optimal shape so that its leftmost column occupies the �rstcompletely unassigned column of the stripe. If there exist any unassigned cellsin the column to the left of this column, the routine places as much of the fringeas possible there. If there is some part of the fringe that does not �t there, thealgorithm places this remainder at the top of the immediate right neighboringcolumn of the block. However, if all fringe cells are assigned to the left andthere remain neighboring cells on the left that are not assigned, the algorithmalters the shape by removing cells from the rightmost column of its block andusing them to �ll the residual left neighbors of the block (in this latter case, theperimeter of the resulting shape remains optimal).In �gure 9 we illustrate the placement of the �rst two shapes of a given
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Figure 9: Placement of the initial two shapes for the MP(17 � 17, 17)input string for the MP(17 � 17,17) problem within a stripe. Note that eachof these shapes is a 4 � 4 rectangle accompanied by a fringe cell. The secondshape has been modi�ed by the stripe-�lling process, but its total perimeter isstill optimal (equal to 18).Using lemma 3 and 5 and corollary 4 together with the stripeFill(...)routine we can proceed to show that a large class of minimum perimeter prob-lems is amenable to a decomposition that yields partitions that become asymp-totically optimal as the area that each processor is assigned grows to in�nity.This class of problems is the equi-partitioning problems MP(M � N , P ) withP � max(M;N). We prove this fact in a series of constructive theorems start-ing with the case M = N = P . In the following, the relative distance of apartition of a grid G among P processors from the lower bound (5) is de�ned



38to be z�L(Ap ;P )L(Ap;P ) where z is the perimeter of the partition.Theorem 6 The MP(N�N , N) problem (equi-partition an N�N grid amongN components) has a solution whose relative distance � from the lower bound (5)satis�es � < 1l2pNm . (7)Proof: Let (hi; wi; fi) denote an optimal shape of height hi, width wi andfringe size fi for area size Ap = N�NN = N where fi < hi.As we have already shown in lemma 5, we can always �nd r shapes {notnecessarily distinct{ such that Pri=1 hi = N . These numbers h1; : : : ; hr
h1
h2

hr

MP(N x N,N)Figure 10: Stripe Form of the Partitioninduce a partition on the rows of the grid (see �gure 10). The �rst h1 rows ofthe grid are called the �rst stripe, the following h2 rows are called the secondstripe etc.



39Now, the i-th stripe, can be �lled with hi components using the shape(hi; wi; fi). In order to do this simply use the stripeFill(...) routine de-scribed earlier. In this manner, the stripe is �lled using exactly hi components,because the area of the stripe is hiN , and the total area of hi components ishiN also.If fi = 0 then no error occurs in the i-th stripe. If fi > 0, the error in thisstripe can be no more than fi � 1. To see this observe that each component iseither optimal (if it occupies wi+1 columns of the stripe) or its semi-perimeter issuboptimal by 1 (if the fringe part of the shape is split between the immediateleft and right columns of the block). So, we can measure the distance fromlower bound in the stripe by counting the number of the suboptimal shapes, orequivalently, by counting the \surplus" columns corresponding to regions thatoccupy wi + 2 columns.In the stripe, assume there are e0 shapes that �ll completely wi� 1 columnsof the stripe, and occupy part of their immediate left and right neighboringcolumns, e+0 shapes that �ll wi columns of the stripe and occupy part of oneimmediate neighboring column, and ei shapes that are suboptimal , that is they�ll wi columns of the stripe, and they occupy part of both their immediateneighboring columns. Thus, letting t denote the number of columns containing



40more than one component index, we havee0 + e+0 + ei = hi (8)hiwi + fi = N (9)e0(wi � 1) + e+0 wi + eiwi + t = N (10)from which, after substitution, we conclude thatt = fi + e0.Let us now associate each of the t doubly indexed columns with the compo-nent corresponding to the block to its left. Then the shapes corresponding toe0 each contribute to t as do the ei suboptimal shapes and the �rst e+0 shape atthe left end of the stripe. Therefore, e0 + 1 + ei � t. Combining this with thepreceding equation implies ei � fi � 1.Therefore, the semi-perimeter error in each stripe is not more than fi � 1and the stripes cover the grid completely and with no overlap using a total ofPri=1 hi = N components, so the relative error is bounded by� � 1N l2pNm rXi=1(fi � 1).De�ning �i � fihi ; � = maxi �i, we have �i 2 [0; 1); � 2 [0; 1) so substituting inthe above we get� � 1N l2pNm rXi=1(fi � 1) = 1N l2pNm rXi=1(�ihi � 1) � �N � rN l2pNm < 1l2pNm



41as stated.It is worth mentioning that in the case when the fringe fi of an optimal shape(hi; wi; fi) divides its height hi exactly, then there can be no surplus columnsand therefore the error in a stripe using this shape is zero. The same zero errorbehavior of stripes occurs when fi � 1. This implies that it is not unlikely inthe best near-optimal solutions to observe a large number of stripes of zero totalerror (more details and experimental results verifying this claim can be foundin [Mar96]).The techniques used in the proof of theorem 6 can be used to prove thatsimilar quality solutions exist when the number of rows equals the number ofprocessors and is greater than or equal to the number of columns of the grid.However, it now may become necessary to consider stripes of sub-optimal height(but by no more than 1).Theorem 7 The MP(M � N ,M) with M � N has a solution whose totalperimeter possesses a relative distance � from the lower bound that satis�es� < 1l2pNm . (11)Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of theorem 6. We are go-ing to partition the M rows of the grid into r1 + r2 stripes having lengthsh1; : : : ; hr1 ; hs1; : : : ; hsr2. The �rst r1 stripes will have optimal heights hi whilethe last r2 stripes will have a sub-optimal height hsi . The only case in whichwe use these heights is when N is a perfect square N = k2. In this case, the



42stripe-�lling process is based on sub-optimal shape (k + 1; k � 1; 1) which hasan area of (k + 1)(k � 1) + 1 = N and a semi-perimeter equal to 2k + 1. Anon-optimal height is used to ensure that a partition ofM analogous to lemma 5is possible.Let k = jpNk.� Assume �rst k(k + 1) > N . Furthermore, assume N 6= k2. Under theseassumptions, the shapes (k; k;N � k2) and (k + 1; k � 1; N � k2 + 1) canbe used to partition the grid. Applying the technique described in theprevious theorem, in the i-th stripe we can place hi shapes, and the errorin each of them is ei � fi � 1.It only remains to prove that we can �nd nonnegative integers a; b suchthat M = ak + b(k + 1): (12)But since M � N � k2, from corollary 4, we have that equation (12)holds.Now, assume that N = k2. In this case, the shape (k + 1; k � 1; 1) issub-optimal by 1 as its semi-perimeter is 2k + 1. Nevertheless, the areasize of this shape is N , and we can use k+1 shapes to �ll a stripe of heighthsi = k + 1. The absolute error in such a stripe will beei = hsi = k + 1:



43where the term hsi comes from the fact that each shape used in this stripehas a semi-perimeter that is suboptimal by one. Note that since f si = 1,there exist no surplus columns in such a stripe. From the discussion above,we have that M = ak + b(k + 1) for some a; b 2 IN, so we can partitionthe rows of the grid as desired. Now setting r1 = a and r2 = b we boundthe total relative distance from above by� � 1M l2pNm r2Xi=1 hsiand since r2Xi=1 hsi =M � r1kwe get � � 1M l2pNm hM � jpNk r1i :� Next, assume that N = k(k + 1). This means that (k + 1; k; 0) and(k; k + 1; 0) are optimal rectangles. Since M � N � k2 by corollary 4 wecan always write M = ak + b(k + 1) for some a; b 2 IN. Note, that theerror in each stripe is zero, which results in a perfect partition.� Finally, in the case N > k(k+1), the shapes (k+1; k; f) and (k; k+1; f)are optimal shapes for the MP(M �N ,M). Note that f = N � k(k + 1),and if f = k then the shape (k; k + 1; k) is really the optimal rectangle(k; k + 2; 0). Using the same arguments again, we can partition the rowsof the grid by �nding a; b 2 IN such that M = ak + b(k + 1). The error



44in the i-th stripe will be ei � fi � 1:So we have shown that in all cases there exists a solution whose total perime-ter has a relative distance from the theoretical lower bound that is� � �M � rM l2pNmfor some � 2 [0; 1) and r 2IN.The theorem that we just proved will be used as an argument for the proofof the more general theorems proved in the following. The general idea is toreduce whatever grid is given into a series of rectangular grids of dimensionsM � Ap to be partitioned among M processors (with M � Ap). Then if theremainder of the original grid is a small enough area compared to the wholeof the grid, the relative distance of the resulting partition cannot grow toomuch if one partitions the remainder in a careful way. So, next we presentthe �nal and most general theorem for equi-partitioning a rectangular grid inthe case that the number of processors divides the total area of the grid; theasymptotically optimal behavior of the class of grids to be presented was �rstestablished in [CM96c]. The following result [CM96b] is an improvement on theerror bound, and the proof is more pleasing aesthetically.Theorem 8 Assuming P divides MN and that P � max(M;N) the minimumperimeter problem MP(M�N ,P ) has a feasible solution whose relative distance



45� from the lower bound satis�es� < 1qAp + 1Ap : (13)Thus the error bound � converges to zero as Ap (the area of each processor)tends to in�nity.Proof: The grid is shown in �gure 11. Note that Ap � minfM;Ng
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pFigure 11: MP(M �N ,P ), P � max(M;N)and write N = wAp+d for some naturals w � 1 and d < Ap. De�ne k = jqApk.Observe that the problem can be decomposed into w MP(M�Ap,M) problems,and a MP(M � d,Md=Ap). In each of the w problems MP(M � Ap,M), usethe stripe decomposition method of theorem 7 to get a total absolute perimeter



46error e < 2wM . This striping technique (which partitions the rows of the gridinto r �M=k stripes of height h1; : : : ; hr) is continued over the last d columnsin each stripe until no additional shape of area Ap can be placed in the stripe.Let p denote the number of processors that have not been assigned. The stripedecomposition in the last d columns thus placed MdAp � p processors, each ofwhich may have an error in perimeter of no more than two.The stripe decomposition for MP(M � Ap,M) uses at most two di�erentheights. Arrange the stripes of the grid so that all stripes that use the �rstheight are used in the top rows of the grid which we will refer to as area 1, andall the stripes that use the second shape are in the (remaining) bottom rowswhich we will refer to as area 2. Let li i = 1; 2 denote the maximum numberof columns in area i that contain unassigned grid cells, and without any loss ofgenerality, assume that l1 � l2 � 0.We place the last p processors in the remaining area using the following\orthogonal stripe �lling" algorithm that approximates the optimal shapes es-tablished in lemma 2: starting from the top row of the grid, keep assigningthe unassigned cells row-wise (interchanging left to right and then right to left)until the processor has Ap cells.To compute the error bound in perimeter of the last p processors that wereplaced in the grid using this \orthogonal stripe �lling" algorithm we computethe length of the boundary enclosing the region they occupy, plus the lengthof the border between processors, then subtract the lower bound. Thus, the



47maximum error in this region ise < (2M + l1 + l2) + (2r � 1 + l1 � l2) + 2 [(p � 1)l1 + (p � 1)]� 2(p l2qApm):The �rst six terms in the RHS of the inequality account for the left, right, topand bottom borders of this region, the next two terms account for the innerborders, and the last term is the lower bound. Note that the perimeter of theleft border includes four terms (M+(2r�1)+ l1� l2) because it is not a straightline. Thus the total relative distance of the perimeter of the solution from thelower bound satis�es:� < 2 hwM + MdAp � p+ (p � 1)l1 + p � 1� p l2qApmi2M wAp+dAp l2qApm+ 2M + l1 + l2 + (2r � 1) + l1 � l22M wAp+dAp l2qApmor � < wM + MdAp + (p� 1)l1 � 1� p l2qApm+M + l1 + rM wAp+dAp l2qApm :But for all Ap � 2, we have l1 � jqApk + 2 � l2qApm which implies that(p � 1)l1 + l1 = pl1 � p l2qApm, and since r � MbpApc we get� < M(wAp + d) +MAp + MApbpApcM(wAp + d) l2qApm= 1l2qApm + Ap(wAp + d) l2qApm + Ap(wAp + d) l2qApm jqApk :It's easy to show that 8x � 1 x2 � d2xe bxc so (since Ap �M , Ap � N)� < 2l2qApm + 1N < 1qAp + 1Ap :



48It is easy to use the ideas behind the proof of theorem 8 to establish a similarresult in the case where P does not divide MN .Theorem 9 Assume P does not divide MN and that P � max(M;N); theminimum perimeter problem MP(M�N ,P ) has a feasible solution whose relativedistance � from the lower bound satis�es� < 1pA1 + 1pA2 + 1A1 (14)where A1 = bMN=P c and A2 = dMN=P e. Thus the error bound � convergesto zero as A1; A2 (the areas of the processors) tend to in�nity.Proof: Decompose the grid among the P processors using the stripedecomposition and orthogonal stripe �lling techniques discussed in the proof oftheorem 8, initially assigning an area A1 = MN � P to all P processors. Notethat N can be written as wA1 + d for some naturals w > 0 and 0 � d < A1.The w MP(M �A1,M) problems cover the �rst wA1 columns of the grid. Thestripe �lling is continued over the last d columns in the same manner as in theprevious theorem. Orthogonal stripe �lling is used for the remaining processors(if there are any). This leaves P2 = MN mod P grid cells unassigned nearthe bottom right corner of the grid (the gray area in �gure 12). Assign eachof these cells to the last P2 processors; the perimeter of these cells is at most4P2. Recall that the lower bound in perimeter is a non-decreasing function ofthe area of each processor, and therefore, the absolute perimeter error of the
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w  MP(M x A  ,M)  problemsFigure 12: MP(M �N ,P ), P � max(M;N), MN mod P 6= 0last P2 processors (having area A2 = A1+1) can be no larger than the absoluteerror computed in the stripe-decomposition of their �rst A1 cells plus 4 (for theextra cell). Thus, the relative distance of the perimeter of the partition fromthe lower bound is � < 1pA1 + 1A1 + 4P22P2 l2pA2m(since the lower bound is 2(P1 l2pA1m+P2 l2pA2m) � 2P2 l2pA2m) and there-fore � < 1pA1 + 1pA2 + 1A1 :



50Theorems 8 and 9 guarantee the existence of good quality solutions for theMP(M�N ,P ) as long as the number of processors dominates the dimensions ofthe grid. These solutions become optimal in an asymptotic sense as the area thateach processor is assigned to grows to in�nity. The drawback of requiring toomany processors in order to guarantee good partitioning schemes is real; parallelcomputing in networks of workstations has attracted a lot of attention because ithas been shown to be a viable and much cheaper alternative to massively parallelsupercomputers. In such an environment however, the number of availableprocessors may not be as large as the domain (which is assumed big enough torequire the use of parallel processing for the e�cient solution of the problemin hand). Still, the computational results show that even when the number ofprocessors is much less than the dimensions of the grid, stripe decompositionis able to �nd very good quality partitions. Furthermore, the technique usedto �ll the last d columns of the grid in theorem 8, can be used to show thatin the case where N � P < M there exists a partition whose total perimeterapproaches the lower bound (asymptotically) if MPN tends to zero.Theorem 10 If M;N and P satisfy N � P < M and P divides MN , thenthe minimum perimeter problem MP(M � N ,P ) has a feasible solution whoserelative distance � from the lower bound satis�es� < 1l2qApm + 1N + ApN l2qApm



51where Ap =MN=P is the area of each processor.Proof: Let k (as before) be jqApk. From the hypothesis, P � N , and sinceAp = MNP we get M � Ap � k2 � k(k� 1), so by corollary 4, M can be writtenas ak + b(k + 1). This means that the grid can be decomposed exactly like thegrid of �gure 11 except for the �rst wAp columns which do not exist. Followingexactly the same arguments for computing the perimeter of the solution in thelast d columns of �gure 11 then, gives us� < 2 [(P � p) + (p� 1)l1 + (p� 1)]2MNAp l2qApm+ (2M + l1 + l2) + (2r � 1) + (l1 � l2)� 2p l2qApm2MNAp l2qApmfrom which, after substitution (l1 � l2qApm and r � MbpApc) we get� < 1l2qApm + 1N + ApN l2qApm .It is easy to check that if M;N and P grow large in such a manner so thatMPN ! 0 then � ! 0 too. For example, by letting P = N = A 12+�p , and M = Ap,then as Ap tends to in�nity, � ! 0.Similarly, when P does not divide the total area A = MN of the grid, wehaveTheorem 11 If M;N and P satisfy N � P < M and P does not divide MN ,then the minimum perimeter problem MP(M � N ,P ) has a feasible solution



52whose relative distance � from the lower bound satis�es � < 1d2pA1e + 1N +A1Nd2pA1e + 1pA2 where A1 = bMN=P c and A2 = dMN=P e.Proof: Since P does not divideMN , we have A1 = jMNP k and because NP 2(0; 1) we haveM > A1 � k2 > k(k�1) and thus the grid can be decomposed asshown in �gure 12, except the �rst wA1 columns which do not exist. Using thestripe decomposition method as described in theorem 9, we initially assign anarea A1 =MN�P to all processors, and �ll the last bottom-right P2 unassignedcells with the remaining cell of each of the P2 processors. The error in perimeterof these last P2 processors can be no larger than the absolute error computedin the stripe decomposition of their �rst A1 cells plus four (for the extra cell).Using theorem 10, the relative distance of the perimeter of the partition fromthe lower bound is less than 1d2pA1e + 1N + A1Nd2pA1e + 4P22P2d2pA2e (since the lowerbound on perimeter is greater than 2P2 l2pA2m).2.4 A Knapsack Approach to Stripe Decompo-sitionIn the case when the grid is a rectangle of dimensionsM �N and P divides thetotal area MN , partitioning the rows of the grid among a set of stripe heightsh1; : : : ; hn gives rise to an easily computable distance from the lower boundassociated with the pi processors that will be assigned to the i-th stripe by the



53stripe-�lling process. This distance is computed in [Mar96] to beei = 2 �N + pi(hi + 1)� piri � pi l2qApm�where ri is the so-called repeat count of the patterns of shapes occuring in astripe and is equal tori = minfst j st = thifi ; st 2 IN ; t = 1; 2; : : : g. Notice that the numbers ei and ri are valid for non-optimal stripe heightsas well, as long as the stripe height hi is such so that an integer number ofprocessors can cover the area of the stripe (that is equal to hiN) exactly, i.e. aslong as Ap divides hiN .So a natural question to ask is which set of stripes minimizes the total errorbound. The problem (which we denote as (K)) is then a knapsack problem,and can be formulated as follows: min nXi=1 eixi (15)s:t:8>>>><>>>>:Pni=1 hixi =Mxi 2 IN i = 1 : : : nThe knapsack constraint simply requires the selected stripes to cover exactlythe rows of the grid, and the objective function is the distance of the perimeterof the resulting partition from the lower bound. Under the assumption that PdividesMN , it is possible to prove that these knapsack constraints are feasible.



54Note that P is not required to dominate the individual dimensions of thegrid as in theorem 8. But there is no guarantee that the solution of this min-imization problem will di�er only slightly from the lower bound either. How-ever, when combined, the two theorems suggest a very powerful method forequi-partitioning large rectangular grids, namely applying a knapsack proce-dure to determine the best stripe decomposition. Computational results showthat optimal and near-optimal solutions are obtained very rapidly by using thepartitions produced by MSP, an algorithm that solves the knapsack problemdescribed above via a routine described in [MT90], and then using these stripesas input to the stripe �lling process for cell assignment as described in [CM96c].2.5 Error Bounds for Equi-partitions of Irregular-boundary DomainsWe now consider a procedure for equi-partitions of any uniform 5-point gridamong P processors using stripe decomposition if the grid contains a relativelylarge rectangular area. The partition obtained will di�er only slightly from thelower bound ( 5).Theorem 12 Let G denote a 5-point uniform grid with total area A(G), tobe equi-partitioned among P processors, each having an area Ap = A(G)P . Let(M0; N0) denote the dimensions of the largest rectangle that can �t in G, andlet P0 denote the maximum number of processors that can �t in this rectangle.



55Then, if P0 � max(M0; N0) the MP(G; P ) possesses a solution whose relativedistance �G from the lower bound ( 5) satis�es �G < 1Ap+ 1pAp+h1� P0ApA(G) iqAp.Proof: From theorem 8, any rectangular grid of dimensionsM0 �N0
N 0

M 0 Figure 13: The Embedded Rectanglecan be partitioned among P � max(M0; N0) processors (using stripe decompo-sition) in such a way so that the relative distance of the perimeter of the solutionfrom the lower bound is less than the RHS of ( 13), where Ap is simply the areaof each processor. Now, consider a general grid G (see for example �gure 13);the number of processors that can be assigned to the largest rectangle M0�N0that can �t in this grid is P0 = jM0N0Ap k and this number is by hypothesis greaterthan or equal to max(M0; N0). Using stripe decomposition, it is possible there-fore to assign P0 processors in this rectangular area with a total relative error



56�0 in perimeter that is less than the expression in the RHS of ( 13). The rest ofthe grid (as well as possibly the right bottom part of the rectangle that mighthave been left unassigned using the P0 processors) will be assigned using theremaining P �P0 processors. In the worst possible case, each of the unassignedcells will have a perimeter of 4 and there areAc0(G) = A(G)� P0Apcells left unassigned. So the total relative error of the solution from the lowerbound is bounded from above by�G <�0 + 4Ac0(G)� 2(P � P0) l2qApm2P l2qApm<�0 + (P � P0)ApPqAp< 1Ap + 1qAp ++ "1� P0ApA(G)#qApwhich ends the proof.As an easy corollary we obtain the following:Corollary 13 Let Gk be a sequence of 5-point uniform grids. Assume thatGk contains a rectangle of dimensions (Mk0 ; Nk0 ), has total area A(Gk), andwhich is to be equi-partitioned among P k processors each having an area Akp. IfP k0 := �Mk0Nk0Akp � � max(Mk0 ; Nk0 ), then if �1 � P k0 AkpA(Gk)�qAkp ! 0 as Akp ! 1 thesequence MP(Gk; P k) has solutions with relative distances from the lower bound�kG ! 0.



57The above results show that asymptotically, grids that are near-rectangularcan be optimally partitioned using stripe decomposition. A class of such gridsthat satis�es the conditions of corollary 13 are elongated trapezoids to be par-titioned among a large number of processors (such grids arise from simulationsin chemical engineering). Consider for example the trapezoid shown in �g-ure 14; the dimensions of the main rectangle of this trapezoid are M �N . LetM = N2=k � N where k is an integer less than or equal to N . It is desiredto equi-partition this grid among P = 2M processors. The total area
N

N/k

N/k

M

Figure 14: Elongated Trapezoid Exampleof the trapezoid is A(G) = MN + N2k = N3+N2k , and the area of each processor



58is Ap = A(G)P = 12(N + 1). The number of processors that can be placed in theM � N rectangle is P0 = bMN=Apc � MNAp � 1 = 2N3�k(N+1)k(N+1) which is greaterthan or equal to both of M and N for all N � 3. Furthermore, we have that"1� P0ApA(G)#qAp = �P � P0P �qAp� " 1N + 1 + k2N2 #qAp� 1pN + 1 + pN + 1Nand this last expression tends to zero as N ! 1. Therefore such trapezoidscan be partitioned e�ciently in such a way so that as N becomes larger, thepartitions' perimeter approach the lower bound.It is possible to extend the ideas behind the previous theorem, to include5-point uniform grids that contain a �nite number of relatively large disjointrectangular areas (see �gure 15).Theorem 14 Let G denote a 5-point uniform grid with total area A(G), tobe equi-partitioned among P processors, each having an area Ap = A(G)P . Fora �nite n and i = 1 : : : n let (Mi; Ni) denote the dimensions of the n largestdisjoint rectangles whose union �ts in G, and let Pi denote the maximum numberof processors that can �t in each of these rectangles. Then, if Pi � max(Mi; Ni)the MP(G; P ) possesses a solution whose relative distance �G from the lowerbound ( 5) satis�es�G < n24 1Ap + 1qAp35+ "1 � Pni=1 PiApA(G) #qAp.
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3Figure 15: Many Embedded Disjoint RectanglesProof: In each of the disjoint rectangles Mi � Ni, applying stripe decom-position will place all Pi processors with a relative error that will be less than1Ap + 1pAp . In the rest of the grid (including the possible bottom-right areaof each of these rectangles that might have been left unassigned), in the worstcase, when each cell is assigned (using a scanning procedure that scans all ofthe grid cells and assigns each unassigned grid cell with a processor index thatcorresponds to any processor that hasn't been assigned Ap cells yet) it will geta perimeter of 4, so the total relative distance from the lower bound of the



60resulting solution will be�G <n24 1Ap + 1qAp35+ 4(A(G)�Pni=1 PiAp)� 2(P �Pni=1 Pi) l2qApm2P l2qApm<n24 1Ap + 1qAp35+ A(G)�Pni=1 PiApPqAp=n24 1Ap + 1qAp35+ "1� Pni=1 PiApA(G) #qAp



61Chapter 3The Snake DecompositionAlgorithm3.1 OverviewIn light of the theorems of the previous chapter, it becomes apparent that undercertain assumptions, a 5-point uniform grid can be decomposed such that itstotal perimeter is relatively close to the lower bound. The stripeFill(...)routine that we presented can be extended so as to provide a general algo-rithm for partitioning any 5-point grid. In theorem 14, stripe decompositionis performed on the largest embedded rectangles of the grid, and then a verysimplistic approach is taken to complete the cell assignment (namely, scan allthe grid cells and assign each unassigned cell to a processor that hasn't beenassigned Ap cells yet). Snake decomposition is an algorithm that extends theidea of partitioning a rectangular grid into stripes of optimal height.



623.2 The Snake Decomposition AlgorithmTo describe the snake decomposition method, observe that any 5-point uniformgrid can be represented by an M � N rectangle with some of its cells havinga certain value to indicate that they are not part of the grid, or \unavailable".This super-grid is the smallest rectangular grid that can accommodate our givengrid; in the combinatorics literature [Mel94], this rectangle is sometimes calledthe convex hull of the grid. Snake decomposition accepts as input a
Figure 16: Rectangular Hull Representation of a Gridpartition of the rows of this super-grid (see the thick rectangle in �gure 16) intoa set of near optimal heights, and then �lls the grid with the required numberof processors by �lling the columns of each stripe consecutively in a way thatresembles the movement of a snake. The �rst stripe's columns are �lled left toright, then the second stripe's columns are �lled going right to left, and then theprocess repeats. If the end of a stripe has been reached, but the processor thatwas used to �ll the last part of it still hasn't been assigned Ap cells, then part ofthe stripe(s) immediately below the area that the current processor occupies are



63assigned to this processor in a row-by-row fashion. This is done in order to keepthe perimeter small, since otherwise the processor will have to get cells totallyunconnected to the ones that are already assigned to it, which is very likelyto signi�cantly increase its total perimeter. A pseudo-code for this algorithmfollows:snake(int G[M,N], stripe[S], P)/* Inputs: The grid G is an MxN array; *//* : stripe[S] is an array of S heights adding up to M *//* Output: An assignment of G among the P processors */beginproc = 1;stripeIndex = 1;start = 1;done = FALSE;areas = computeAreas(area(G), P);while not(done)fin = start + stripe[stripeIndex];/* left to right */fillLeftToRight(G, start, fin, proc, areas, new, done);/* done with? */if (done) endendif;



64if (not new)nextEnd = fin+1+stripe[stripeIndex+1];/* finish current */finish(G, fin+1, nextend, proc, areas)endif;start = start + stripe[stripeIndex];stripeIndex = stripeIndex + 1;fin = fin + stripe[stripeIndex];/* right to left */fillRightToLeft(G, start, fin, proc, areas, new, done);/* done with? */if (done) endendif;if (not new)nextEnd = fin+1+stripe[stripeIndex+1];/* finish current */finish(G, fin+1, M, proc, areas)endifendwhileend;Routine fillLeftToRight(...) accepts as input the grid G (with its par-tial assignment), the start and fin rows of the stripe it will work on, and



65the current processor index proc; it outputs the variable done which indicateswhether the assignment of processor indices to the grid cells has completed(in which case the algorithm terminates) and the variable new which indicateswhether the current processor must continue on the next stripe. The routinestarts from the leftmost column of the stripe and assigns unassigned cells ineach column (scanning it top to bottom), with the current processor index andimmediately decreasing the area of the processor by one. As soon as the areaof the current processor becomes zero, the current processor index is increasedby one. The routine fillRightToLeft(...) works identically except that itworks its way from the rightmost column of the stripe and moves to the leftend. A pseudocode for these routines follows:fillLeftToRight(int G[M,N], start, fin, p, areas[P],boolean new, done)/* Inputs: The grid G is an MxN array; *//* : start, fin are stripe starting and ending rows *//* : p is the current processor index *//* : areas holds the remaining area for each proc *//* Output: new indicates whether a new processor is used *//* : done indicates termination *//* : An assignment of the stripe among processors */begin/* go left to right */



66for j = 1 to Nfor i = start to finif (p < P and areas[p] = 0)/* increase current processor index */p = p+1;/* new processor starts */new = TRUEendif;/* free cell? */if (G[i,j] = 0)G[i,j] = p;areas[p] = areas[p] - 1;new = FALSEendifendforendfor;if (areas[P] = 0)done = TRUEendif;end;The routine fillRightToLeft(...) is identical to the above routine exceptfor the �rst statement which reads



67/* go right to left */for j = N to 1The routine finish(...) accepts as input the grid G, the starting row of thenext stripe fin+1 and completes the assignment of the current processor procby continuing into the immediate rows of the next stripe.finish(int G[M,N], start, end, proc, areas[P])/* Inputs: The grid G is an MxN array; *//* : start is the beginning row of the next stripe *//* : end is the ending row of the next stripe *//* : proc is the current processor index *//* : areas[P] is the remaining areas for each proc *//* Output: Completes the assignment of the current proc */begins = startCol(proc, start-1, G); /* get starting col */e = endCol(proc, start-1, G); /* get ending col */for j = s to efor i = start to finif (areas[proc] > 0 and G[i,j] = 0)G[i,j] = proc; /* assign free cell */areas[proc] = areas[proc] - 1 /* decrease area */endifelse if (areas[proc] = 0)



68endendifendforendforend;The runtime of the algorithm is linear in the size of the grid since each gridcell may be examined at most twice; if a cell is set in the fillLeftToRight(...)or fillRightToLeft(...) routines then it is never examined again; other-wise, if it is set from within the body of the finish(...) routine, the nextfillRightToLeft(...) or fillLeftToRight(...) call will examine it (andleave it intact). So the runtime of the algorithm, for any input array stripe[P],is O(jGj) which makes it a very fast routine.Figure 8 shows an optimal partition (i.e. , one that matches the lower bound)of a 200 � 200 rectangular grid among 200 processors (obtainable by stripe orsnake decomposition), while �gure 17 shows a partition of a circle into 64 equi-area sub-domains obtained by snake decomposition. The horizontal lines thatare formed in both �gures at the boundaries of the partitions correspond to thevarious stripe heights. The partition of the circle has an associated relative gapof 5:87% from the lower bound, the best found by any method we have tried.The main di�erence of the two methods lies in the fact that snake decom-position allows a stripe to \overow", i.e. the last processor used in a stripe isallowed to \continue" over the stripe immediately below (see the shapes of the



69processors that occupy the ends of the stripes in �gure 17).
Figure 17: Snake partition of circle among 64 procsThe linear running time of the procedure snake(...) indicates that weshould expect very good response times of the algorithm in practical implemen-tations. But our goal is twofold: to �nd very good quality solutions as fastas possible. The key to obtaining high-quality solutions is the availability of apartition of the rows of the grid that will produce stripes with minimal totalperimeter. The response time of the algorithm will be about the same for anysuch partition of rows, but the quality of the produced solutions can vary dra-matically. In fact, solutions of high quality might actually be produced fasterbecause of fewer double examinations of grid cells (in high quality solutions onlya few processors \overow" in the next stripe, so few double cell examinations



70are incurred).The next chapter examines Genetic Algorithms (GAs) as a means for ob-taining good input stripes to pass to the snake decomposition algorithm.



71Chapter 4Parallel Genetic Algorithms4.1 OverviewSnake decomposition, as described in chapter 3, accepts as input a partition ofthe rows of the grid and subsequently computes a partition of the grid among therequired number of processors. However, the number of possible partitions ofthe rows of the grid increases rapidly as M , the total number of rows increases.In particular, it is easy to show that the number of feasible partitions of Minto k components is n(k;M) := 0BB@ M � 1k � 1 1CCA where a partition of M into kcomponents (x1; : : : ; xk) is feasible if Pki=1 xi = M , with xi 2 IN�. Therefore,the total number of feasible partitions of M isR(M) := MXk=1n(k;M) = 2M�1which grows exponentially fast.To search the huge space of input partitions to the snake decompositionroutine, we use the Genetic Algorithm paradigm. Genetic Algorithms (GAs forshort) are a class of randomized algorithms that are inspired by the evolutionaryprocesses of nature, and attempt to �nd optimumor near optimumsolutions to a



72problem by breeding a population of solutions; this population is driven towardsbetter solutions by a process that resembles \natural selection", the mechanismthat is responsible for the evolution of species according to C. Darwin [Dar59].Although the origins of this class of algorithms might be traced back to theearly '50s (according to Michalewicz in [Mic94]) it was John Holland [Hol92]who pioneered the �eld and developed a theoretical framework for the use ofGAs. In the subsequent sections, we briey discuss traditional GAs and themodels of generational replacement and the steady-state approach, and thendescribe in detail a new distributed, fully asynchronous GA (DGA) that isbased on the island model. The results of this GA are superior to any othermethod we have tried for graph-partitioning.4.2 The GA ModelA GA is a randomized algorithm that breeds a {usually �xed{ population ofindividuals which are represented by strings of an alphabet {traditionally thebinary alphabet B = f0;1g{ which themselves represent a possible solution toa given problem. Crucial to the success of the Genetic Algorithm is the exis-tence of a �tness function that can be applied to any individual to produce areasonable metric of the quality of the solution the individual represents for ourproblem. This metric is called the �tness value of the individual. Assumingthe existence of such a function, the algorithm bootstraps its computations by



73creating a random initial population of individuals, and then proceeds in gener-ations where at each generation some of the most �t individuals are selected formating and form couples that exchange parts of their strings to form a new indi-vidual, a process called crossover. Other genetic operators such as mutation orinversion may be applied to the newly created individual and then this newborno�spring is evaluated using the �tness function. Then, according to a survivalpolicy the individual might or might not replace one of its parents in the popu-lation. A pure survival policy will always replace one of the o�spring's parentswith the o�spring no matter what the �tness value of the o�spring is. Moreelitist strategies will discard the o�spring in favor of the parents if they are more�t than their children. The algorithm stops when some termination criterionhas been met, like a provably optimal solution has been found, or a maximumnumber of generations has been reached, or the population has converged to apoint from which no further improvement can be made.The above general procedure shown in �gure 18 leaves many decisions tobe made about the speci�c workings of the GA. In fact, even the string repre-sentation of the solutions can be altered or generalized to include other moreappropriate data structures for the original problem or simply more letters inthe original alphabet, and this is some times the case in discrete optimizationproblems like the QAP or the traveling salesman (TSP) problem (see [Mic94]for more details on representation issues for GAs).� Genetic Operators: Having decided on the representation of the solutions,
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Next Gen.Figure 18: The GA modelthe next task is to choose the genetic operators to be used for the cre-ation of the next generation. The most widely used ones are one-pointor two-point crossover (binary operators), mutation, and inversion (unaryoperators) but quite often special purpose operators might be needed toenhance performance or to ensure the feasibility of the solutions repre-sented by the o�spring.� Survival Policy: The survival policy is a set of rules that determines whenan o�spring will replace one of its parents in the next generation, or itwill be discarded. In general, the more elitist a policy is (keeping the best



75individuals in the population) the faster the whole population converges toa homogeneous state, where every individual is similar to every other, andwith approximately the same �tness value. The problem is that usuallyfast convergence locates only a local optimum of moderate quality.� Selection: Another decision that has to be made concerns the process thatselects individuals for mating. Several such routines have been proposed.Among the most successful ones are tournament selection, roullete wheelbased and remainder stochastic sampling with replacement. These policiestry to select individuals for mating based on their �tness values in sucha way so as to strike a good balance between selective pressure (the forcethat drives individuals towards promising regions of the search space) andpopulation diversity (for the exploration of as much of the search space aspossible).� Steady State vs Generational Replacement: Members of the current pop-ulation might not be selected for mating but still continue their existencein the next generation. This policy is known as the steady-state approach,where in each generation only a small percentage of the population is se-lected for mating and their o�spring replace the parent individuals. Thetraditional GA follows the generational replacement model, where thewhole population is replaced by their o�spring in the next generation.� Parameter Setting: Finally, when all of the above decisions have been



76made, the appropriate parameters must be set (cross-over and mutationrate, population size etc). Choosing a set of parameters is usually donevia extensive experimentation.The GA paradigm o�ers an excellent compromise between the themes ofexploration and exploitation. Problems with poor structure (such as the NP-hard problems) have to be tackled with search methods that are capable ofexploiting promising regions of the search space as well as exploring in somereasonable way the rest of the space and if they are to be of any practical use,manage to accomplish both tasks without facing combinatorial explosion (elsebrute force will explore all of the space and come up with the provably optimalsolution to any problem {the key is to obtaining high quality solutions withinan acceptable time frame).There is a lot of literature arguing why GAs indeed manage to strike a goodbalance between the two almost orthogonal goals of exploration (widening thesearch horizons) and exploitation (narrowing the focus of the search to locatehigh quality solutions). The basic idea is that for problems that satisfy thebuilding block hypothesis, that is, for problems where parts of two di�erentstrings representing di�erent solutions, can be combined to produce a bettersolution, the GA model can be expected to �nd high quality solutions. Theschema theorem [Hol92] formulates the above statement mathematically andproves its validity.



774.3 Handling ConstraintsEven though GAs perform remarkably well in many optimization-related �elds,heavily constrained problems in general can be hard for a GA to solve unlessthe structure of the feasible region can be somehow exploited and if possibleembedded in the representation. The basic di�culty a GA will have in the faceof a constrained problem is that often the standard genetic operators cross-over and mutation will produce infeasible o�spring (see [Mic94] for an extensivetreatment on the subject). There are three main techniques for dealing withthis problem.� The �rst technique is most appropriate when one can exploit the structureof the problem. It incorporates the constraints in the encoding of theindividuals in such a way so that the genetic operators that will be appliedto any two valid individuals can be guaranteed to produce o�spring thatalso represent feasible solutions. Whenever such a construction is possibleit is worthwhile pursuing, as it is probably the best and most naturalsolution to the problem; unfortunately often the task of incorporating theconstraints in the representation is far from trivial.� The second technique is based on penalty functions {a topic well studiedin optimization{ and attempts to assign some �tness value to infeasibleindividuals depending on how close they are to the feasible region. Inheavily constrained problems (such as discrete optimization problems like



78traveling salesman, scheduling, or network ows) however, even if theGA is initialized with a feasible population, after a few generations, thepopulation will have very few, if any, feasible individuals, the reason beingthat recombination of solutions will tend to produce infeasible individualssince the feasible region consists of very narrow areas, and so progress(�nding a better solution) will be very di�cult.� Finally, the third technique for handling constraints, called repair method,uses a repair algorithm that, given an o�spring, repairs it by adjusting asfew alleles (positions in the chromosome) as possible so that the resultingindividual represents a feasible solution. Repair algorithms o�er a compro-mise between incorporating the constraints in the representation and theoperators, and the di�culty of this approach, by allowing representationsand operators to produce infeasible o�spring and then modifying theseo�spring to valid individuals. (If the repair techniques can be moved tothe �tness function, thus allowing individuals that might otherwise appearinfeasible become now feasible, the change may be considered a represen-tation change.)4.4 Parallel GA ModelsAnother very important aspect of GAs is the fact that they are by their na-ture, parallel algorithms. Working with whole populations of individuals rather



79than with a single individual at a time, parallel computing environments canbe used to speed up the computations by assigning a number of individuals toeach processor and letting the process of �tness evaluation proceed in paral-lel. Computationally time-consuming �tness evaluations (such as done for largeequi-partition problems) are particularly well-suited for parallel computation.Often, each processor, after computing the �tness values of its individuals,sends the results back to a co-ordinator master processor that decides (basedon the selection policies it has) which individuals mate, and then communicatesthe answer back to the nodes. After the nodes receive the decision from thehost and once they acquire the individuals they need for the mating to proceed,they begin another iteration (computing the o�spring and evaluating them). Inthis scheme, co-ordination is needed, the master processor bases its decisions onglobal information about the whole population, and the programming style isa host-node synchronized communication-computation (see �gure 19). Similarversions of this model have been implemented by various researchers {see [vL91,CMY93, CM96c].In another more recent approach [MSB91, Lev95], each processor is consid-ered an (almost isolated) island which periodically sends quali�ed individuals toanother island according to some criterion. In this case, the whole GA processis carried out locally without global knowledge of what the populations in theother processors (islands) are doing (with the exception of a periodic migra-tion of individuals). The advocates of this theory argue that the new model
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...Figure 19: Host-Node Parallel GAhelps avoid the phenomenon of premature convergence, a phenomenon whereearly in the evolution process the population is driven in a local optimum andbecomes nearly homogeneous; after this has happened, the evolution processcannot escape the local optimum because not enough diversity (genetic as wellas schematic) is present to allow the genetic operators to �nd better qualitysolutions. Because premature convergence is often due to the early appearanceof a super-individual, that is an individual whose �tness value is far above theaverage, which creates many o�spring and thus drives the rest of the popula-tion towards it (within a few generations the population consists of descendantsof this super-individual), having many islands that are isolated helps avoid this



81problem. Appearance of a super-individual no longer a�ects all of the populationand genetic diversity is not lost. So the themes of exploration and exploitationmay both continue. Furthermore, programming this model, allows for a fullyasynchronous distributed GA that periodically exchanges information betweenits processes (islands). A schematic �gure of this model is shown in �gure 20.
GA process ... GA process

C O M M U N I C A T E 

individual migrationFigure 20: Asynchronous Distributed GA Communication4.5 DGA: a New Distributed GAGenetic Algorithms traditionally operate on a �xed population of individuals,using the general schemes described above. DGA is a new, fully asynchronous,distributed Genetic Algorithm following the islandmodel of computation. Whenstarted, DGA spawns a certain number of processes (each of which is called anisland) on the platform on which it is running, and each island is initializedwith a certain number of individuals created randomly. It uses the steady stateapproach as the mechanism for creating the next generation of individuals, butit also includes a new feature, namely age (to be discussed below), in order to



82control the population and to maintain diversity of the population and preventpremature convergence.Since our goal is to develop e�cient algorithms and data structures for solv-ing the minimum perimeter problem (MP), we have chosen the most naturalrepresentation of a partition of the rows of the grid for the GA: the string repre-sentation. However, each allele in the chromosome is not a binary number, butrather a natural number greater than zero that represents stripe height. Thisimplies a modi�ed design: each individual in the population may have di�erentchromosome (DNA) length as long as it represents a valid solution, i.e. a parti-tion of the rows of the grid. Furthermore, the age mechanism suggests a policythat allows each DGA island to have a variable population size, Figure 21 showsan illustration of the workings of this new GA.A main iteration in each island performs the following steps each of whichwill be explained in more detail below:� For a certain number of times select two individuals, apply crossover andmutation to create a new o�spring, evaluate it and place it in the island(replacing another individual following an elitist strategy if there is noempty space in the island).� Increase the age of each individual and remove \olds" according to a prob-ability distribution (speci�cally, the normal distribution).� Broadcast the island's population.
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COMMUNICATE

Select  Individuals  to  SendFigure 21: Asynchronous Distributed GA� If migrating criteria are satis�ed, select quali�ed individuals for migrationto other islands and send them.� Probe for incoming individuals and receive all that have arrived.The algorithm is fully asynchronous in that all send and receives are doneasynchronously, i.e. when a process sends a message to another process, it doesnot wait until the receiving process receives the message. Instead, it resumescomputation as soon as the outgoing message is safely on its way on the network.



84The criteria for sending individuals to other islands are based on workloadvalues: if an island's population has dropped too much then a decision is madeto send the best individuals from another island to the depopulated island.All processes during the probing step simply probe their bu�er pool to checkfor pending messages, and if there are any, they are received, else computationis resumed from the point it was left. Thus, an individual sent to a processduring an early generation might actually get there several generations later.However, the approach o�ers the advantage of not wasting network and CPUresources waiting for ACK/NACK signals, which in an environment like a net-work of workstations can make a di�erence. In the probing step, any incomingindividuals are ranked according to their �tness value and inserted in the pop-ulation.Indirectly, the criterion for sending individuals to other islands helps increasethe average �tness of the depopulated islands, because islands become desertedwhen individuals are deleted because of old age (migration should not a�ect anisland's population too much because only islands that are very crowded maysend individuals to other islands). But the age at which an individual is deletedis proportional to its �tness value and, thus, one would expect that islandswith well �t individuals never become deserted while islands where the average�tness is low tend to shrink in population size, and thus become fertile groundfor highly �t individuals to migrate. To the author's knowledge, such a use ofan \age" mechanism in an island model of a GA has not been studied before.



85The age mechanism also helps maintain diversity of the population withineach island by eventually removing any individual no matter how well �t. Thisprevents an elitist strategy from �nding an individual representing a good butnot even near optimal solution and then driving the whole population towardsthis solution, resulting in premature convergence. Of course, this also meansthat the population will converge much more slowly to a homogeneous state (ifat all). But our goal is not to observe population convergence; we are mainlyinterested in �nding high quality solutions to the MP problem, and thus wekeep an incumbent individual for each island (which records the best individualever found on this island) and our termination criterion is a �xed number ofgenerations. With careful experimentation and parameter setting, we have beenable to �nd near optimal {and often provably optimal{ solutions to the MPproblem as will be evident in the chapter describing the computational results.As already mentioned, we have introduced variable chromosome length in-dividuals because our solution space consists of integer arrays (collections ofstripe heights) of various lengths with the property that the sum of each array'scomponents is �xed (and equal to the number of rows of the grid to be parti-tioned). One can imagine many other applications where varying chromosomelengths are best for representing the search space.



86Chapter 5Computational Results5.1 OverviewIn this chapter we present the computational results of our partitioning algo-rithm, namely DGA, having as �tness function the snake decomposition routine,and make comparisons with other well established codes for graph partitioning.We have used two classes of domains: rectangular grids, and non-rectangulargrids (that is, uniform but irregular boundary 5-point grids). COW is a clusterof 40 high-performance Sun SPARC Server 20 workstations running Solaris atthe Computer Sciences Dept. at the University of Wisconsin - Madison. Ourexperiments were performed on the nodes of this network (in [CM96c] we reportresults from runs of another GA on a CM-5 with 32 nodes).We compare the performance of DGA against that of recursive spectralbisection (RSB) and quadrisection (RSQ) as implemented in the Chaco pack-age [HL95a], a well-known package for graph partitioning developed at SandiaNational Laboratories; on the class of rectangular grids we also make com-parisons with the geometric mesh partitioner [MTTV93, GMT95], another wellknown mesh partitioner and a state-of-the-art GRASP heuristic for the QAP [LPR94]



87that was written at AT&T Bell Labs. Finally, we test DGA against R-SNAKEto check whether a Genetic Algorithm outperforms random selection in �ndinggood inputs to the snake procedure, and we also make comparisons with PERIX-GA [CM96b, CM96c], a GA following the host-node programming paradigmusing generational replacement with a �tness evaluation function that is basedon a di�erent tiling approach. PERIX-GA is a synchronous GA running on a9-node partition of the COW. PERIX-GA assigns 2 individuals per processingnode and a host processor co-ordinates the evolutionary process.5.2 SettingsR-SNAKE was written in ANSI C, compiled with the -O2 optimization optionand run on a Sun SPARC Server 20 workstation running the Solaris operatingsystem. The same holds true for the Chaco package. All experiments withChaco had the Kernighan-Lin post-processing phase option turned on. Theimplementation of the geometric mesh partitioner that was available to us waswritten in MATLAB, which partly explains the very long times of the methodfor many of the test problems. The GRASP code for the QAP was written inFORTRAN 77 and compiled with the -O optimization option; it run also ona Sun SPARC Server 20 workstation. It was allowed to run for 100 iterations.DGA was written in ANSI C, and utilizes the PVM 3.3.10 message passinginterface for interprocess communication [GBD+94]. DGA runs on the COW.PERIX-GA was also written in ANSI C and uses the PVM 3.3.7 calls for message



88passing on the COW (and the CMMD libraries for message passing on the CM-5). PERIX-GA was allowed to run for 20 generations.R-SNAKE was allowed to try 100 random valid stripe arrays and it reportsthe best partition found. DGA requires more parameters. Each DGA island(process) maintains a maximum of 16 individuals per generation. There are 4and 8 islands spawned (using the hostless programming paradigm). Wheneveran individual arrives at an island, it replaces the worst individual in the popu-lation if there is no empty space in the island by the time it arrives. One-pointcrossover was used, with the rate set at 0:85. The mutation rate (de�ned here asthe probability of mutating an allele of the chromosome) was set at 0:15. Sincethe product of the crossover and mutation operators may result in somethingthat is not a legal individual, a repair strategy was used. Each new individualis given as input to a repair routine that modi�es as few alleles as possible(sometimes even changing the length of the individual) so that the resultingindividual is legal, i.e., represents an exact partition of the rows of the grid.Finally, as the algorithm follows the steady-state approach, approximately 70%of the populations new individuals are born in each generation (not necessarilyreplacing an equal number of old individuals, because whenever empty spaceexists, a new individual is inserted without replacing any existing individual).Each individual's lifespan is determined as a random variable that follows theGaussian distribution N(5 � �tness(individual);0:09). DGA was allowed to



89run for 20 generations. Experimentation showed that the above parameters re-sulted in good overall GA behavior. More details on the experiments conductedwith DGA can be found in [CM96a].5.3 Rectangular GridsIn table 1 we give the size of the rectangular problems in our test-suite using aQAP, linear MIP, or a GA formulation. In the QAP literature, the dimension ofa problem is the number of rows (or columns) of the distance (or cost) matrixof the problem. Thus, for the QAP formulation of the MP we are using, theQAP dimension of a problem is equal to the number of grid cells in the graph.In the GA formulation, the size of the problem is measured as the number ofthe required partitions.PROBLEM QAP MIP GAM N P DIMENSION VARS CONSTR VARS7 7 7 49 427 3584 732 31 8 992 9857 108576 832 31 256 992 255873 125404128 25632 30 64 960 63298 7492480 64100 100 8 10000 99800 1118808 8128 128 128 16384 2129664 5.285E+08 128256 256 256 65536 1.690E+07 8.523E+09 256512 512 512 262144 1.347E+08 1.369E+11 512Table 1: Problem Sizes under Various FormulationsIn table 2 we compare recursive spectral bisection and geometric mesh par-titioner against GRASP for the QAP. The times on all tables are in seconds.The columns labeled \Gap" show the relative distance of the solution from the



90PROBLEM RSB GEOMETRIC GRASPM �N P Time Gap% Time Gap% Time Gap%7 x 7 7 - - - - 182.9 0.0032 x 31 8 1.8 6.52 43.6 5.43 - -32 x 31 256 4.3 6.73 152.3 -2.73* - -32 x 30 64 3.0 6.25 90.4 6.25 - -100 x 100 8 9.0 9.33 111.0 7.39 - -128 x 128 128 85.5 14.13 539.9 7.13 - -256 x 256 256 227.8 13.25 3304.2 4.15 - -512 x 512 512 - - - - - -Table 2: Spectral Bisection, Geometric and GRASPlower bound. An asterisk in table 2 indicates the fact that the partition foundwas not balanced (i.e. there were components that had at least two more nodesthan other components). For the �rst problem, since the number of partitionsrequired is not a power of 2, neither RSB nor the Geometric Mesh Partitionercould solve it. Also, note that for the last problem, both the geometric andthe spectral method ran out of memory when trying to construct the adja-cency matrix of the graph. It is apparent that even for small grid graphs, theQAP approach to solving the MP has di�culties because in the QAP literature,problems with dimension higher than 30 are considered challenging problems.(An experiment was performed to solve the MP(13� 13, 13) problem on a SunSPARC-Station 10 with 64MB of RAM, and it took GRASP more than 10; 000seconds to come up with a solution that was more than 25% away from thelower bound which is actually attainable for this problem.)As we can see from table 3, PERIX-GA outperforms the programs in ta-ble 2 in solution quality, but takes longer to �nish on the smaller grids. On



91the other hand, R-SNAKE and DGA, signi�cantly outperform PERIX-GA inresponse time, and �nd the same quality or better partitions (and consequentlyoutperform the spectral and the geometric method as well) as is evident fromtable 3.PROBLEM PERIX-GA R-SNAKE DGA 4procs DGA 8procsM �N P Time Gap% Time Gap% Time Gap% Time Gap%7 x 7 7 15.4 0.00 0.8 0.00 7.4 0.00 8.3 0.0032 x 31 8 84.0 2.71 1.3 1.08 6.9 1.08 9.2 1.0832 x 31 256 80.4 0.00 0.8 0.00 7.1 0.00 10.1 0.0032 x 30 64 50.9 0.00 0.5 0.00 7.8 0.00 9.4 0.00100 x 100 8 81.9 2.64 2.4 2.28 17.7 2.28 20.4 2.28128 x 128 128 67.6 1.65 3.5 1.90 15.5 1.63 16.5 1.63256 x 256 256 105.1 0.00 16.9 0.00 36.9 0.00 38.5 0.00512 x 512 512 279.0 1.63 58.7 0.68 123.8 0.56 103.7 0.63Table 3: PERIX-GA on 9-procs vs. R-SNAKE and DGA on 4 or 8 procsAs can be easily seen from tables 2 and 3, R-SNAKE signi�cantly outper-forms recursive spectral bisection and quadrisection as well as the geometricmesh partitioner in solution quality, and in most cases in response time as wellon all the rectangular domains we tested.5.4 The Knapsack ApproachFor the rectangular domains, the MSP algorithm [Mar96] mentioned in x 2.4 inchapter 2 was applied to the class of problems MP(N �N , N), and MP(10N �10N , N); the MSP algorithm determines all \valid" stripe heights (ones that re-sult in stripes that can be covered exactly with an integer number of processors)



92and applies a knapsack routine to determine the best stripe form decompositionof the given problem. MSP was written in FORTRAN 77 and runs on a SunSPARC Station 20 workstation running Solaris.In �gure 22 we show the relative distance from the lower bound of thebest stripe form partition of the problem MP(N � N , N) for N = 5 : : : 1000.The average best relative distance is 0:7%. It is interesting that 32:6% of theproblems were solved to optimality. It is also interesting to see that the relativedistance of these solutions from the lower bound decreases as N increases in thefashion predicted in theorem 8.
Figure 22: Distance from Lower Bound of Stripe Solutions (N,N,N)Figure 23 on the other hand, shows the relative distance from the lowerbound of the best stripe form partition of the problem MP(10N � 10N , N);here the area assigned to each processor is 100N and since the number of pro-cessors is 10 times smaller than each dimension of the grid, theorem 8 doesnot apply. However, one can clearly see that the resulting partitions are of



93excellent quality, so it is tempting to make the conjecture that even if P , thenumber of available processors does not dominate the dimensions of the grid,under very mild assumptions, the relative distance of the best solutions fromthe lower bound tends to zero as the problem parameters tend to in�nity. Forexample, the solution obtained for the 10; 000� 10; 000 grid partitioned among1000 processors was within 0:042% of the lower bound.
Figure 23: Distance from Lower Bound of Stripe Solutions (10N,10N,N)5.5 Non-rectangular GridsOn the more di�cult irregular boundary problems (for which the knapsack ap-proach is not directly applicable), R-SNAKE and DGA have times that arecomparable to the ones given by RSB and RSQ, but the solution quality di�er-ence here is more dramatic, rising up to 22 percentage units for the diamonddomain partitioned among 16 processors (see tables 4 and 5). The partition of



94this domain is shown in �gure 24. The sole exception to this is the (small) ellip-tical domain partitioned among 64 processors, where RSB found a marginallybetter solution than R-SNAKE or DGA.

Figure 24: Diamond Domain Partitioned Among 16 ProcsComparing R-SNAKE with DGA, we observe that DGA �nds better (butby no more than 1%) solutions but requires more time. Also, since the times forDGA with 8 islands running on 8 COW nodes (see table 5) are almost the sameas those for DGA running with 4 islands on 4 nodes, the communication penal-ties incurred by our method are minimal compared to other random networkfactors.



95PROBLEM RSB RSQ R-SNAKEShape P Time Gap% Time Gap% Time Gap%circle 16 23.3 24.44 9.1 21.80 9.7 8.33circle 64 34.7 16.87 14.5 28.34 11.7 6.35ellipse 16 2.3 10.83 1.4 13.33 5.4 8.33ellipse 64 3.5 5.16 2.2 15.10 4.9 5.56torus 16 27.3 28.97 12.5 32.67 16.8 11.50torus 64 36.5 22.86 18.5 34.3 9.9 11.08diamond 16 14.0 38.67 6.5 35.74 14.6 17.70diamond 64 18.7 29.78 9.0 28.80 13.2 14.60Table 4: Spectral Methods vs. R-SNAKE on non-rectangular gridsThe size of the irregular boundary grids in our test suite varies; the circlehas 7800 cells, the torus 7696 cells. The diamond domain is smaller, with 4019cells, and the elliptical domain is the smallest in our test suite with only 823cells. A partition of the torus among 64 processors as found by DGA runningon 8 processors is shown in �gure 25. The torus is a disk of radius 50 with ahole of radius 7 in its center.PROBLEM DGA (4 islands) DGA (8 islands)Shape P Time Gap Time Gap%circle 16 19.8 8.33 20.2 8.47circle 64 19.4 6.21 17.5 5.87ellipsis 16 8.3 8.33 6.4 8.33ellipsis 64 9.4 5.36 7.5 5.56torus 16 18.8 11.50 16.7 11.50torus 64 17.2 11.08 13.8 11.00diamond 16 10.7 16.40 10.4 16.40diamond 64 16.2 13.37 14.7 13.37Table 5: DGA on 4 or 8 COW nodes on non-rectangular gridsIn �gure 26 we plot the response times of RSB, RSQ, and DGA with four(DGA4) and eight (DGA8) islands for the various irregular boundary grids
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Figure 25: Snake partition of a torus among 64 procsin our test-suite. The labels on the x-axis indicate the following problems:Figure 27 then shows for the same problems and methods the quality of theLabel Problem PC16 circle 16C64 circle 64E16 ellipsis 16E64 ellipsis 64T16 torus 16T64 torus 64D16 diamond 16D64 diamond 64Table 6: Plot Graph Labelssolutions thus produced.
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98Finally, we run DGA with one island only but leaving all the other param-eters intact, disabling all communication (we don't even start PVM) so as tofurther check the e�ect of communication on response times of the algorithm.The results (shown under the columns labeled \DGA pop16" of table 7) suggestthat indeed the communication overhead of the algorithm is almost negligible.The quality of the resulting partitions is comparable to that of R-SNAKE orthe DGA with four (eight) islands, but not as good, and quite logically so, asmore processes imply that more individuals are created and tested.PROBLEM DGA pop16 DGA pop64 DGA pop128Shape P Time Gap% Time Gap% Time Gap%circle 16 12.2 9.02 31.8 8.47 60.1 10.27circle 64 11.3 8.74 31.9 7.03 56.8 6.83ellipsis 16 1.2 8.33 4.2 9.58 6.6 9.58ellipsis 64 2.5 5.36 4.7 6.16 7.8 6.75torus 16 11.4 11.79 30.2 12.78 67.2 12.78torus 64 11.5 11.08 30.9 11.60 67.2 12.71diamond 16 5.4 17.18 19.9 16.70 41.5 18.75diamond 64 7.4 14.06 20.7 13.55 39.9 14.25Table 7: DGA with 1 islandTo isolate the e�ect of the island model on the evolution process, we also runDGA with 1 island but this time allowing a maximum of 64 or 128 individualson the island (as opposed to the previous experiments where each island couldmaintain only up to 16 individuals). As expected, the solution times increase,but what is interesting is the fact that DGA running with a single populationthat is roughly 4 or 8 times bigger than the population on each of the islands ofthe previous experiments fails to �nd the same quality solutions. Occasionally,



99it beats DGA with one island and a maximum population size of 16, but itnever �nds the same quality solutions as DGA with 4 or 8 islands. This e�ectmay be partly due to a premature convergence phenomenon: an initial goodsolution tends to have many o�spring during its lifetime thus drives the rest ofthe population into a homogeneous state that is only locally optimal. The is-land model helps avoid this phenomenon by keeping separate populations whichpreserve the overall diversity, which in turn later enables the algorithm to �ndbetter solutions.



100Chapter 6Conclusions and FutureDirections6.1 ConclusionsWe have presented stripe and snake decomposition, two powerful techniquesfor equi-partitioning uniform 5-point grids with regular or irregular boundariesamong any number of processors, a problem that is NP-hard. We have shownthat the application of these techniques to a large class of domains producessolutions that are asymptotically optimal in the sense that as the problem pa-rameters (dimensions of the largest rectangles that �t in the grid and numberof processors) grow larger, the relative distance of the perimeter of the corre-sponding solutions from a theoretical lower bound tends to zero.To generate even better solutions, we developed a new distributed GeneticAlgorithm (DGA) equipped with a snake-�lling routine as the �tness function.DGA follows the island model of computation using the steady-state approachfor generating the next population in each island. DGA is fully asynchronousso as to avoid communication penalties from a possibly slow network, and to



101allow for maximum interleaving of computation and communication. Migrationcriteria are based on the workload of each processor, which is correlated to theaverage �tness of the populations of each island because of a new mechanism,namely age. This mechanism removes an individual from the population whenthis individual becomes \old". The age at which each individual is removedfrom the population depends upon its �tness.The computational results from DGA show that it compares well in responsetime with other popular graph partitioning methods and that {with one minorexception{ produces superior quality partitions for all classes of domains thatwe tested it.6.2 Future DirectionsWhile the algorithms we have presented are for uniform 5-point grids, it ispossible to extend them to partition non-uniform, non-rectangular domains byrecursive application of the snake routine. Non-uniform grids can be thoughtof as a hierarchy of grids that consist of grid cells some of which are unit cells,and others of which are themselves grids. The snake process can start at thetop level of the hierarchy and whenever it �nds a \cell" that is itself a grid, itrecursively applies itself to the next level of the hierarchy (in the grid containedwithin this grid-cell) starting with the current processor index. Lower boundscould be obtained by adding lower bounds for each level of the hierarchy, butsuch lower bounds will not have the simplicity of those considered above, and



102will not be as close to the optimal value.Experimenting and evaluating DGA's mechanisms of age and asynchronousmigration is another important topic for future research. In particular, it wouldbe very interesting to assess the strength of the age mechanism in the avoid-ance of premature convergence, and to experiment with new {or variants of theexisting{ migration criteria that DGA employs.Our current approach will also be augmented by the inclusion of knapsackmethods that generalize the MSP approach described above. While the knap-sack approach cannot guarantee the generation of feasible solutions for non-rectangular domains, it can provide good inputs to a repair procedure that willgenerate feasible solutions by the snake approach. Hence, it o�ers a promisingmechanism for constructing the initial generation in a GA.Adding a swap phase that considers pairs of cells and swaps them if and onlyif the swap is not detrimental to the total perimeter of the partition improvedthe quality of the solutions (at the cost of an increase in response times) intwo cases, namely in the torus domain partitioned among 16 processors, and inthe diamond domain partitioned among 64 processors. By examining a numberof swaps that is equal to 20% of the total area of the grid, DGA produced apartition of the torus that was within 10:65% of the lower bound in 38:2 seconds,and a partition of the diamond that was within 13:18% of the lower bound in31:3 seconds. For the rest of the problems, pairwise swapping as described didnot improve any further the quality of the best solution found. So, instead



103of relying on pairwise swaps for the �nal phase of the �tness evaluation, wewant to investigate more sophisticated swap cycles based on a Kernighan-Linprocedure [KL70] or linear network approximations to the QAP. More generally,the output of the snake process could be viewed as a starting point for a localsearch procedure based on interchanges or on more general techniques such assimulated annealing or tabu search.Extensions of the results to triangulations, three-dimensional domains (whereminimum surface area of the partition is one possible objective function), otherdata partitioning problems arising from parallel database design, and othertypes of �xed-charge networks also provide promising areas for further research.The same basic idea of �tting together, as well as possible, building blocks thatrepresent optimal solutions to subproblems, applies to these domains as well.Recent results in telecommunications network design and pharmaceutical designindicate that this paradigm of utilizing subproblem solutions within the contextof genetic algorithms is very e�ective in those problem domains as well. Withappropriately designed repair procedures for subproblem coordination, we cananticipate that the evolutionary progress associated with genetic algorithms willbe e�ective in producing good solutions for broad classes of large-scale combi-natorial network problems.
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